Planning & Operation Manager
This is a specialist role where we require an individual that fully understands supply chain processes
but also has the ability to work with customers & with commercial feeling.
Reasons to join us:
Clear positioning of Transport Marcel De Paire in transportation & logistics across Western Europe.
A Top privately-own company in a challenging sector with growing opportunities.
A unique working environment allowing you to progress and acquire business expertise.
Major customers, leaders in their sectors.
Career progression based on merit and commitment
Young and dynamic company with out-of-the-box mindset

Duties & Responsibilities
• Work with both our retail customers and our internal supply team to optimize our & our customer’s supply efficiency performance & relationship.
• Best in class service as defined by the customers, improve truck fill-rate & empty kilometers, increase deliveries accuracy through a better trading
relationship.
Key contacts:
Retailers supply planners, retailer DC responsables, Transport De Paire Logistics department (truck drivers, Planning Managers, General Manager),
External Subcontractors.
Member of a cross functional supply team

Your Mission:
• You organize and plan the transports in a way that is satisfactory to the customers combined with keeping control of the fleet’s profitability.
• You maintain the daily commercial relationship with the customers; you keep them updated in case of problems during the transport.
• You transmit the orders to the driver.
• You assure the follow up of the transports, keeping a strong eye on respecting the terms of delivery, the driving and resting times and the set
objectives.
• You can take fast and accurate decisions and you show an entrepreunarial mindset.

Profile
You have (or will have) a Bachelor and/or Master degree in Supply Chain Management (Transportation, Logistics, Economy, International Trade,…) or
equivalent by experience;
You are at least bilingual (Dutch and/or French, English);
You are passionate aboutt Tansport & Operations;
Geographical knowledge of the Benelux – France.
Notions of the CMR-convention, the European regulations concerning driving and resting times.
You have experience with Excel, Navision or other ERP;
You are punctual, accurate, orderly and you have organisational feeling
You are Team player, autonomous, dynamic, result oriented, rigorous and committed

INTERESTED ?
Please send us your CV/resume and cover letter to Mr Didier AMEEL
*didier@depaire.com
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